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Introduction

● Jet substructure tools are critical to perform searches 
for hadronically decaying particles
– Can be used to help identify boosted W, Z, Higgs, top

● Have designed a suite of triggers for the CMS High 
Level Trigger that use trimming in order to reject large 
QCD backgrounds

● These triggers increase the acceptance for a wide array 
of new physics signal with respect to more traditional 
hadronic triggers

● Performance plots for many of these triggers and 
signals are presented here
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Efficiency of AK8HT+trimmed mass trigger as measured for an RPV Stop signal with a mass of 100 GeV. 
The efficiency is parameterized as a function of the scalar sum of all AK8 jet pT > 150 GeV (HT) and the 
highest trimmed jet mass for those same jets. The offline selection consists of at least 2 AK8 jets with pT 
greater than 150 GeV. The turn on is visible at the expected values, and the trigger reaches full efficiency in 
the plateau.
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Plots showing the number of events in a 100 GeV RPV Stop triggered by various combinations of triggers: no 
trigger requirement (top left), AK8HT+trimmed mass (top right), AK4HT (bottom left), both AK8HT+trimmed 
mass and AK4HT (bottom right). The events are shown in bins of the scalar sum of all AK8 jet pT > 150 GeV 
(HT) and the highest trimmed jet mass for those same jets. It is clear that use of the AK8HT+trimmed mass 
trigger greatly improves the acceptance for this signal with respect to the more traditional AK4HT trigger.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the scalar sum of all jet pT > 200 GeV (HT) as measured 
in a T→tH sample with T mass of 800 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, 
purple, and red curves represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 
dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag, and AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: at least 2 
AK8 jets with soft-drop mass greater than 50 GeV, leading jet pT greater than 300 GeV and subleading jet pT 
greater than 250 GeV, and either 3 loose b-tagged jets or 1 medium b-tagged jet. It is clear that the two 
triggers which use jet substructure techniques are able to greatly improve the trigger acceptance for this 
particular signal. While both triggers turn on approximately 150 GeV sooner than the AK4HT trigger, the 
AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger is slightly more efficient than the AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger in 
the turn on.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the subleading AK8 jet pT as measured in a T→tH sample 
with T mass of 800 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, purple, and red curves 
represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag, and 
AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: at least 2 AK8 jets with soft-drop mass 
greater than 50 GeV, leading jet pT greater than 300 GeV, HT greater than 700 GeV, and either 3 loose b-
tagged jets or 1 medium b-tagged jet. It is clear that the two triggers which use jet substructure techniques are 
able to greatly improve the trigger acceptance for this particular signal. While both triggers turn on 
approximately 100 GeV sooner than the AK4HT trigger, the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger is slightly 
more efficient than the AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger in the turn on.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the scalar sum of all jet pT > 200 GeV (HT) as measured 
in a T→bW sample with T mass of 700 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, 
purple, and orange curves represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 
dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag, and AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: at least 1 
AK8 jet with trimmed mass greater than 60 GeV and pT greater than 200 GeV and at least 1 medium b-tagged 
jet. It is clear that the two triggers which use jet substructure techniques are able to greatly improve the trigger 
acceptance for this particular signal. While both triggers begin to turn on approximately 200 GeV sooner than 
the AK4HT trigger, the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger has a slightly sharper turn on.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the subleading AK8 jet pT as measured in a T→bW 
sample with T mass of 700 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, purple, and 
orange curves represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 dijet+trimmed 
mass+b-tag, and AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: at least 1 AK8 jet with 
trimmed mass greater than 60 GeV and pT greater than 200 GeV and at least 1 medium b-tagged jet. It is 
clear that the two triggers which use jet substructure techniques are able to greatly improve the trigger 
acceptance for this particular signal. While both triggers turn on approximately 100 GeV sooner than the 
AK4HT trigger, the AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger is slightly more efficient than the AK8HT+trimmed 
mass+b-tag trigger in the turn on.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the scalar sum of all jet pT > 200 GeV (HT) as measured 
in a B→tW sample with B mass of 700 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, 
purple, and orange curves represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 
dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag, and AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: 2 AK8 jets 
with pT greater than 200 GeV and trimmed masses greater than 50 and 100 GeV, and at least 1 medium b-
tagged jet. It is clear that the two triggers which use jet substructure techniques are able to greatly improve the 
trigger acceptance for this particular signal. While both triggers turn on approximately 150 GeV sooner than 
the AK4HT trigger, the AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger trigger is slightly more efficient than the 
AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag in the turn on.
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Efficiency of three hadronic triggers as a function of the subleading AK8 jet pT as measured in a B→tW 
sample with B mass of 700 GeV. The blue distribution is the signal distribution, while the green, purple, and 
orange curves represent the trigger efficiencies for the AK8HT+trimmed mass+b-tag, AK8 dijet+trimmed 
mass+b-tag, and AK4HT triggers, respectively. The offline selection used consists of: 2 AK8 jets with pT 
greater than 200 GeV and trimmed masses greater than 50 and 100 GeV, and at least 1 medium b-tagged jet. 
It is clear that the two triggers which use jet substructure techniques are able to greatly improve the trigger 
acceptance for this particular signal. While both triggers turn on approximately 100 GeV sooner than the 
AK4HT trigger, the AK8 dijet+trimmed mass+b-tag trigger is slightly more efficient than the AK8HT+trimmed 
mass+b-tag trigger in the turn on.
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